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Introduction 
 
In 1997, 104 years after New Zealand became the first country in the world 
to give women the right to vote, Jenny Shipley was sworn in as the nation’s 
first female Prime Minister.  She was replaced in 1999 (the same year Sian 
Elias became the first female Chief Justice) by the first elected female Prime 
Minister, Labour leader Helen Clark.  Two years later, in 2001, New 
Zealand appointed its first woman Governor-General, Silvia Cartwright, and 
in early 2005, Labour Cabinet Minister Margaret Wilson was elected as 
Parliament’s Speaker. The high profile successes of these and other women 
prompted long time MP Jonathan Hunt to remark, during celebrations for 
Parliament’s 150th birthday in 2004, “Women, once scarce, are 
everywhere”.   
       International indicators also point to the progress made by New Zealand 
women.  In May 2005, New Zealand was ranked sixth (out of 58 countries) 
in a World Economic Forum study on closing the gender gap. The study 
looked at economic participation, economic opportunity, and political 
empowerment, as well as educational attainment, and health and wellbeing 
(NZPA, 2005).  Similarly, results of the Global Media Monitoring Project 
2000 show New Zealand media leading the world in their use of female 
sources in political news stories, with the report authors noting, “New 
Zealand stands out in terms of women’s representation in political news” 
(Spears & Seydegart, with Gallagher, 2000, p.64).   
       Such comments and studies, and in particular the way they are reported 
in the media, create a picture of progress which is, however, only part of the 
story of women’s political participation.  The authors of the initial New 
Zealand Census of Women’s Participation in Governance and Professional 
Life 2004 pointed out that “the visibility of successive female Prime 
Ministers has also led to the perception that women have made significant 
gains not only in political representation, but in other areas of society as 
well” (Olsson & McGregor, 2004, p.9).  Yet the report’s findings, which 
show women’s skills and talents to be underutilised in various areas of 
business, law, and academia, prompted Olsson and McGregor to write that, 
“the high profile of a select group masks women’s overall participation in 
senior positions throughout the rest of New Zealand” (p.16).   
       This paper draws on the work of Entman (1993) to explore how the 
New Zealand media, through selecting and making salient particular aspects 
of women’s political experience, construct what I refer to as a “girlpower” 
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frame.  Using newspaper articles covering the election of Margaret Wilson 
as parliamentary speaker in March 2005, the paper shows how this framing 
simultaneously draws attention to the apparent successes of female political 
power and encourages a negative response through reference to male 
insecurity, political correctness, and takeovers.  Further, I will suggest that 
this framing is also implicit in other stories with a gender dimension, 
leading to the conclusion that the girlpower frame, while seemingly positive 
about women’s achievements, is also suggestive of a backlash against 
women, and may ultimately hinder women’s progress and harm the terrain 
of gender relations in New Zealand. 
 
Framing theory 
Media frames are used to structure news texts, and provide journalists and 
readers with ways of making sense of events and issues.  In the words of 
Entman (1993), frames select and make salient particular aspects of reality.  
Tankard, Hendrickson, Silberman, Bliss and Ghanem (quoted in Tankard, 
2001) define a frame as “a central organizing idea for news content that 
supplies a context and suggests what the issue is through the use of 
selection, emphasis, exclusion, and elaboration” (pp.100-101).  Useful 
analogies liken media frames to picture frames, which when placed around a 
picture highlight some aspect of a wider view, limit what is seen, and 
indicate a particular tone; or building frames, which provide a structure 
around which everything else is arranged (ibid.). 
       Norris (1997), who used framing theory to explore how female 
politicians are covered in the media, talks of frames as bundles of “key 
concepts, stock phrases and conventional images to reinforce common ways 
of presenting developments” (p.6).  Ross (1995) identified the use of binary 
words in the framing of Britain’s 1994 Labour leadership campaign, 
observing that “Where Blair was a youthful 40-something, Beckett was 
post-menopausal; where Blair kicked against old-fashioned socialist values, 
Beckett wanted a return to 1945; where Blair was happily married to the 
daughter of an actor, Beckett had stolen another woman’s husband” (p.502). 
       Increasingly, framing theory distinguishes between what Scheufele 
(1999) labels “media frames” (those employed in media coverage) and 
“individual frames” (often referred to as schemas, which are used by people 
to make sense of events and issues).  This paper focuses on the framing 
devices which can be identified in news coverage, but it should be noted 
that the presence of such devices does not guarantee influence on the 
audience.  In the words of Entman (1993), “salience is a product of the 
interaction of texts and receivers” (p.54).  However, studies do consistently 
show links between media framing and reader reception. The purpose of this 
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paper, then, is to begin an exploration of media framing of women’s 
sustained political success, opening the way for further empirical work 
around both content and reception. The paper draws on newspapers, in 
particular the four metropolitan dailies (New Zealand Herald, Dominion 
Post, The Press, Otago Daily Times)1 and some of the larger provincial 
newspapers.  The number of women holding senior constitutional and 
political roles in New Zealand, and the established leadership of Helen 
Clark in particular, makes the country an important site for examining 
gender politics in the 21st Century. 
 
The election of Margaret Wilson as Parliamentary Speaker  
Labour Cabinet Minister and former party President, Margaret Wilson, was 
elected as Parliamentary Speaker on 3 March 2005, following the retirement 
from politics of long serving Labour MP Jonathan Hunt (who left to be New 
Zealand’s high commissioner to London).  She won election as New 
Zealand’s first female speaker by a sizable majority, against two male 
contenders from opposition parties. The well documented “first woman” 
frame (Norris, 1997) was not particularly evident in coverage of Wilson’s 
election, although most major daily newspapers did mention that she was 
the first female to hold the position (and political columnist Jane Clifton 
noted that as well as being New Zealand’s first woman speaker, Wilson was 
perhaps also the “first naturally platinum blonde Speaker in the world”).  
That the first woman frame has lost its resonance in the New Zealand 
context is perhaps unsurprising given that since 1997, when Jenny Shipley 
became Prime Minister, the New Zealand public and media have become 
increasingly familiar with female political leadership.  Instead, the 
girlpower frame may be seen as a progression of the first woman frame for 
as the number of women achieving “firsts” grows, the salience of each 
individual achievement drops and the focus instead shifts to the number of 
these women.  Therefore the media’s emphasis moves from a focus on 
initial breakthroughs to the apparent shift in the “balance of power”.    
       Particularly telling was the coverage of Wellington’s influential 
morning newspaper, the Fairfax-owned2 Dominion Post, which covered the 
election result in a front page article headlined, “Girl power is absolute” 
(Watkins, 2005b).  In the accompanying photograph, headlined “Filling the 
big seat”, Wilson is shown sitting in the Speaker’s chair.  The caption reads 
“High chair:  Margaret Wilson settles into her new role as Speaker of the 
House yesterday…”   The female reporter, Tracy Watkins, began her article: 

 
1 New Zealand has no national daily newspaper. 
2 Fairfax is an Australian owned newspaper chain.  Nearly all New Zealand newspapers are 
owned by two large international chains, Fairfax and APN. 
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“Forget about women being able to do anything.  The problem now vexing 
some men is that women appear to be doing everything.”  It is immediately 
apparent that Wilson’s accession to speaker is being framed as a “problem” 
(for at least “some” men), detracting from the personal achievement this 
represents for Wilson, and the historical significance for politics generally.  
Furthermore, the headline’s reference to girl power and the opening 
sentences simplistically reinforce the ‘commonsense’ belief that women 
already run the country.  By suggesting this takeover is complete, the 
reporter justifies her exclusion of any evidence that women may not have 
achieved full political (or social) parity and also effectively shuts down any 
debate on the possibility or desirability of further progress. 
       Watkins continued by explicitly referring to a takeover, with its 
connotations of an orchestrated campaign, and the reference to girl power is 
repeated:  “Margaret Wilson completed the takeover of New Zealand’s top 
constitutional posts yesterday with her election as Parliament’s Speaker.  
Her elevation alongside Governor-General Dame Silvia Cartwright, Prime 
Minister Helen Clark and Chief Justice Sian Elias means the country is now 
officially being run on girl power”. Watkins’ next observation was made 
particularly salient by its inclusion in a highlighted text box within the 
article: “Just to rub it in, Miss Clark is also about to replace Parliament’s 
longest-serving MP, Jonathan Hunt as, um, Father of the House.”  In an 
interesting inversion of the notion that women are disadvantaged by the 
processes of government, she goes on to suggest that even these traditions 
are now being used to aid women’s advancement:  “In an indication of how 
all the luck seems to be going the way of the women at the moment, Deputy 
Prime Minister Michael Cullen missed out on the title because of the 
tradition that new MPs are sworn in by alphabetical order”. 
       Reinforcing the idea that Wilson’s election is somehow problematic, 
Watkins’ article continued by recording how a female speaker meant male 
MPs struggled with the required shift in language (the Speaker has 
traditionally been referred to as “Parliament’s man” and Watkins notes that 
there was parliamentary discussion of options such as “Parliament’s Person” 
and “Parliament’s Lady”.  It should be noted that this was also mentioned 
by reporters in the Otago Daily Times, and New Zealand Herald).  She 
wrote that ACT party leader Rodney Hide told Parliament that having 
women holding the top constitutional posts made it a proud day for New 
Zealand, but that he “appeared to speak for many of Parliament’s male MPs, 
when he expressed a hope that Ms Wilson ‘see a place for men in this 
House still’”.  Despite Watkins’ willingness to move beyond merely 
reporting the facts of Wilson’s election and the resulting parliamentary 
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debate, she did not comment on the absurdity of Hide’s comments, given 
that over two-thirds of MPs are men. 
 
Watkins’ article concluded with three short paragraphs about the voting 
process, which is also described further in political columnist Jane Clifton’s 
page two piece.  After beginning with her observation about Wilson’s hair 
colour (noted above), Clifton went on to write that many MPs proudly noted 
that women now held the three most powerful offices in the country.  Rare 
political opposition to Wilson’s election, on the basis of her apparent 
inexperience and strong identification with the more controversial of 
Labour’s policies, was covered, as was one party leader’s point that her 
background as Labour President in the turbulent 1980s meant “Parliament 
will be an absolute piece of cake”. 
       Christchurch’s Press newspaper, also owned by Fairfax, ran a shortened 
version of Watkins’ story, also on the front page, headlined “Girls can 
do…everything” and accompanied by a photo of Clark, Wilson, Cartwright, 
and Elias.  The newspaper used the Dominion Post’s front page photo of 
Wilson sitting in the speaker’s chair on its page eight, along with an article 
by political editor Colin Espiner, headlined “First female speaker takes her 
seat”.  In his article, Espiner also included Hide’s comment, along with 
various other reactions from leaders during the Parliamentary session, and 
noted departing Speaker Jonathan Hunt’s comment that it mattered not that 
Wilson was a woman but that she was a New Zealander. 
       In contrast, the New Zealand Herald, the country’s largest circulating 
newspaper, also included comment from Wilson herself, as well as a 
summary of her background and experience, and an outline of what the 
Speaker’s role involves.  The article covering her election, headlined 
“Laughs as Wilson steps up”, noted in passing that Wilson was parliament’s 
first female Speaker but also quoted from her speech in which she promised 
to be fair and impartial. The independently owned Otago Daily Times 
provided similar coverage (headlined “New speaker promises to be even-
handed referee”), which was sourced from the New Zealand Press 
Association.  The newspaper’s story announcing Wilson’s election made no 
mention of gender although in December 2004, when she was first 
nominated by Labour as their candidate, the coverage was headlined 
“Wilson to be first female Speaker, and Sue Eden’s profile on Wilson 
(“Wilson cut out for thrust of Parliament”), printed the day after she was 
elected, touched on the issue and included Wilson’s comment that she 
perceived the role to be gender neutral. 
       Also on the day after her election, Peter Luke of the Press, in an article 
headlined “Testy times loom for speaker”, discussed the attributes, skills, 
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and experience Wilson would bring to the role and the likely challenges 
ahead (particularly linked to the MMP environment), as well as considering 
what she could learn from the experiences of her predecessors.  Luke did 
not mention gender or her ‘first woman’ status, describing Wilson as “a 
highly intelligent former law professor”, and former Labour President and 
head of a university department. 
       The following week, following her first day in the Speaker’s chair, New 
Zealand Herald political editor John Armstrong wrote a column headlined 
“Fierce debut for Madam Speaker”.  Armstrong called it a “pretty 
satisfactory debut”, noting she established her authority with firm and 
decisive rulings and an unruffled demeanour.  He also noted that some MPs 
grappled with having to address Wilson as “Madam Speaker”.Various 
smaller newspapers from around the country also noted the election of the 
first female Speaker in their editorials and political despatches or summaries 
for the week.  Fairfax-owned provincial, the Waikato Times, took a low key 
but gender neutral approach to reporting Wilson’s election, in a page three 
brief headlined “New speaker confirmed”, which simply read: “New 
Speaker Margaret Wilson yesterday assured MPs she would referee 
Parliament with a fair hand, and let the game flow while allowing the 
occasional goal. It was a three-way contest but the deals were already done 
to ensure Ms Wilson was the winner on the day, with United Future and the 
Greens supporting her nomination.”  
        An editorial in the provincial Timaru Herald was both self 
congratulatory and cautious:   
 

Remember the bumper stickers when feminism was at its peak? 
"Don't blame me; the country's run by men". Now the worm has 
turned and the election of Margaret Wilson as Speaker means New 
Zealand's top four constitutional positions are held by women. It is 
hard to imagine any other country matching such an achievement. 
But then when it comes to gender equality and elections and 
appointments on merit, we have long led the field. But what about 
that bumper sticker? Presumably its veracity will be shown if the 
country progresses famously. If everything turns to custard, how 
long before the male version appears?  
 

       The Dominion Post, New Zealand Herald and independent business 
weekly, the National Business Review, all printed an extract from a light-
hearted, anonymously produced e-mail bulletin which is said to originate 
within Parliament. The extract listed several new rules that “Madam 
Speaker” was apparently intending to impose, including – in references to 
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her supposed political correctness – referring to the Speaker as “Gender-
neutral Kaumatua of the Whare” and replacing the opening prayers with a 
rendition of “I am Woman”. 
       While the focus of this paper is the reporting of Wilson’s election, it is 
pertinent to note that as predicted, given her mid-term start and with a 
general election looming, Wilson did not experience much of a 
‘honeymoon’ period. She soon faced her first test, caught up in a row with 
local broadcasters Television New Zealand and TV3 over television rights 
to film in Parliament.   
 
Selection; the question of what is not included in coverage 
Framing theory offers a useful way of examining how the media can, 
through selection and emphasis, privilege a certain interpretation of an event 
or issue.  As discussed above, the newspapers tended to make passing 
reference to gender when reporting Wilson’s election or, in the case of the 
Dominion Post, to explicitly portray this as evidence of girlpower.  All of 
the newspapers, unsurprisingly, portrayed Wilson’s election as an 
achievement or honour and indirectly as a breakthrough for women, even if, 
as in the case of the Dominion Post, it was also presented in problematic 
terms for men. Framing theory also draws our attention to the question of 
what the media do not cover, or what they ‘bury’ within articles or 
publications.  It is interesting to consider how the newspapers’ use of the 
girlpower frame effectively ignored the situation of political women outside 
the Labour party3.  All of the newspapers’ political coverage failed to use 
Wilson’s election and any accompanying observation about women’s 
success as an opening for any meaningful examination of party or gender 
politics – despite 2005 being an election year.   
 Yet Wilson’s election had come about less than a month after 
National party leader Don Brash demoted his only female front bencher, 
welfare spokesperson Katherine Rich, when she failed to express full 
support for a keynote speech in which he advocated the use of penalties 
against women who have more children while on the domestic purposes 
benefit.  At the time, some reporters noted that Rich’s demotion meant there 
were no women on the front bench in the run up to the election.  For 
example, the front page of the Dominion Post carried a story, also written 
by Tracy Watkins, headlined “Last of the Nats’ women”, which began, 
“Katherine Rich’s departure from National’s front bench has left it an all-
male lineup – and adds to the tally of female casualties of Don Brash’s 
leadership style” (Watkins, 2005a, p.1).  In the story, Brash denied he 

 
3 In the 2002-2005 term, half of the 34 women MPs were from Labour. 
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lacked the ability to handle strong female MPs and said he would not 
appoint a woman simply for the sake of political correctness.  The Press ran 
a similar article, headlined “No women left on National front line”. 
       Media commentator Russell Brown provided a wider context in his 
daily news blog, observing that in Brash’s first speech of the parliamentary 
year he had referred to women only in the context of “bludging DPB mums” 
and suggested the current government was promoting a politically correct 
education system which brainwashes children “with a revisionist version of 
New Zealand history – or should that be ‘herstory?’”  Brown asked:   
 

Does Don Brash actually want women to vote National? Yesterday, 
he demoted Katherine Rich – when he didn’t really need to – to 
give himself an all-male front  bench.  He later declared he wasn’t 
going to have a woman there just to satisfy “political correctness”.   
 

       The National party’s pursuit of mainstream, middle New Zealand in the 
long lead-up to the 2005 General Election involved Brash and his 
colleagues making various veiled and explicit references to the prevalence 
of political correctness in the centre left, particularly in the context of 
policies around Maori but also, as is apparent in the above examples, around 
women.  Further, it is interesting to note the marked shift in tone between 
the Dominion Post’s reporting of Rich’s demotion, which briefly drew 
(negative) attention to the imbalance in gender representation within the 
main opposition party, and its subsequent coverage of Wilson’s election as 
Speaker, with its message that girlpower had gone too far.  The mainstream 
media, then, appear willing to draw attention to grosser examples of gender 
imbalance (in this case, a completely male dominated front bench) but 
simultaneously demonstrate their discomfort by framing this as a female 
takeover of top positions.  Such framing effectively limits the 
representational boundaries of female success. 
       In the coverage of Wilson, the Dominion Post’s message is also that 
political correctness – in this case around gender – is rife in New Zealand.  
By covering Wilson’s election in this manner, the newspaper contributes to 
and reflects at least some of the public and political sentiment around this 
issue, for polls throughout 2004 and 2005 showed a sizeable majority of 
those surveyed felt Labour was too politically correct, something which 
National first tapped into (or possibly created) in 2004 with its controversial 
“need not race” policies (targeting Labour’s “soft” approach to the Treaty of 
Waitangi).  After this policy shift, National outpolled Labour for the first 
time in several years, enjoying an upsurge in support, particularly from men 
(many of them apparently disaffected Labour voters concerned about 
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smoking bans and too much attention being given to minorities). In an 
interesting aside, Labour MP John Tamihere was perhaps attempting to 
reclaim some of this lost ground when in April 2005 he gave a controversial 
interview in which he criticised the influence of women (or “frontbums” as 
he infamously called them) and gay people within his party. 
 
2005 General Election campaign 
The issue of political correctness, and attempts to link this to women and 
ethnic minorities in particular, was therefore foreshadowed before the 
official start of the 2005 election campaign.  After two terms of Clark’s 
leadership, there was an apparently growing restlessness and desire for 
change, some of which, as described by the Sunday Herald, tapped into 
feelings about gender.  For example, New Zealand First leader Winston 
Peters’ advertising hoardings pronounced him, “A man for change”:   
 

Taken at face value, it’s simply the personalised version of NZ 
First’s campaign catchphrase, “your choice for change”.  …But on 
another level, the slogan is Winston showing who wears the pants in 
this house.  It’s a dig at Helen Clark – the country’s first elected 
woman prime minister – and her predecessor National’s Jenny 
Shipley.  It’s as though the member for Tauranga is just one of the 
boys down the pub.  Propping up the bar, he asks:  look mate, it’s 
all very well letting the girls run things, but isn’t it time for a bloke 
in charge again?  The uncharitable could even read it as a slight on 
the masculinity of that other prime ministerial hopeful, Don Brash, 
who struggled to forge a new image as an “ordinary bloke” by 
clambering awkwardly into a speedway car at Western Springs.  
New Zealand needs a real man, Winston is saying, not some pointy-
headed banker.  A rough, tough, parliamentary brawler who’s been 
around the traps… (Imagine this, 2005, p.12).   
 

       When gender explicitly hit the campaign headlines, following the 
second leaders’ debate between Clark and Brash, it was again due to a male 
politician.  Talking to reporters after the debate, National leader Don Brash 
claimed he had deliberately gone easy on his opponent, saying, “I think it is 
not entirely appropriate for a man to aggressively attack a woman and I 
restrained myself for that reason.”  This comment was widely reported over 
the following two days (leading to headlines such as “Debates blood sport – 
Clark” and “I’m no feminist, says Brash”), and was quickly dismissed as an 
excuse by Clark, who said “I’ve grown up in a New Zealand where girls can 
do anything, and we do do anything and we expect to be treated as equals” 
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(Debates blood sport, 2005, p.2). Brash’s comment was generally regarded 
by political commentators and the media as a gaffe, particularly as it 
detracted attention from his party’s long awaited tax policy announcement, 
made earlier that day, and again drew attention to the male dominated party 
lineup (e.g. Armstrong, 2005; Watkins, 2005c).  Talkback radio was 
inundated with callers on the topic, with several radio networks and 
newspapers reporting it to be the hottest issue of the year.  However, the 
public response to Brash’s comment was fairly evenly split (a poll on 
Internet news site Stuff showed 47% thought his views outdated but 50% 
did not), with some welcoming more politeness in politics and a return to 
“old-fashioned” values in political debates.   
      Although some members of the public were quoted in support of 
Brash’s comments and opposed to Clark’s “aggressive” debating style, there 
is no empirical evidence that Clark has been disadvantaged by her 
“masculine” approach to political campaigning.  International research has 
suggested women leaders’ aggressive behaviour is overplayed in media 
commentary about leadership debates (Gidengil & Everitt, 1999), but in 
New Zealand’s 1999 campaign (when two women contested the role of 
prime minister), the media instead appeared disappointed in Clark and 
Shipley’s restrained behaviour, and tended to reward a more aggressive 
approach (Fountaine, 2002). Similarly, in 2004, media personality and 
‘bloke expert’ Gary McCormick said that in his experience New Zealand 
men love tough women politicians and respect Clark’s no-nonsense 
approach, suggesting that if she was failing to  reach the swinging male 
voter it was because she was coming across as too liberal and not tough 
enough (Laugesen, 2004).  
 
Conclusion 
The major daily newspapers did not publish a large number of articles about 
Wilson’s historically significant election – certainly not on the same scale as 
other female firsts, and more in line with the amount of coverage the 
appointment of another male Speaker is likely to have received.  In some 
ways, this is a logical outcome of women’s sustained political achievements 
and can be seen as evidence of a maturing in political journalism.  However, 
it must be noted that this study provides only a qualitative snapshot of one 
episode and further content based research is necessary to establish whether 
a wider pattern exists. 
 However, framing analysis permits us to look more closely at the 
tone of the coverage and in particular what aspects of Wilson’s election 
were made most salient.  The most prominent coverage, on the front page of 
the Dominion Post and repeated in The Press, cast Wilson’s election in a 
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problematic light, situating her success within a wider girlpower frame 
which explicitly referred to a takeover by women. The way in which this 
frame of women’s dominance has become ‘common sense’, and been 
reproduced and reinforced in media coverage, is apparent in news of New 
Zealand’s so-called “man-drought”, which broke in the daily newspapers in 
July 2005 (bearing a striking resemblance to the “man shortage” beat up of 
the 1980s, described by Susan Faludi in Backlash).  In the words of the 
Dominion Post, promoted with an accompanying cartoon on page one: “The 
dating game is stacked against single Kiwi women aged 32.  A man drought 
means they have the same chance of finding a man as does an 82-year-old 
woman” (It’s a man drought, 2005, p.1). The New Zealand Herald’s 
Australian correspondent spoke to the author of the KPMG report, 
demographer Bernard Salt, who said the marked imbalance in New Zealand, 
in particular, had led to a highly matriarchal society marked by a female 
Prime Minister, Governor-General, Chief Justice and several other high-
profile positions.  “Not that there’s a problem with that – it’s just an 
observation that this is different to a community where the gender balance is 
more closely aligned…”  (Ansley, 2005, p.3) 
       The tenuous connection between a gender imbalance in the 30-
something age range, and the high profile of women of another generation 
altogether, is not explained, providing an interesting example of how the 
girlpower frame is (often illogically) consolidated through repetition, and 
may contribute to a form of backlash against women’s political success.  
Similar observations can be made about stories on the educational 
achievements of boys and girls, which tend to suggest girls’ success has 
come at the expense of boys. 
       By using Wilson’s election as evidence of a female takeover, and 
making wider connections with tenuously linked stories, the girlpower 
frame demonstrates the media’s ambivalence about the success of women in 
politics, which likely both reflects and contributes to public disquiet about 
the shifting relationship between men and women.  There are various 
examples of the media exploring the apparent downside to women’s success 
– the emasculation of men.  For example, writing in the provincial Taranaki 
Daily Times, reporter and columnist Virginia Winder (2005) linked “the 
feminisation of New Zealand, and its attendant stifling political correctness” 
with the loss of a killer instinct among sports teams.  Further, the New 
Zealand media also have a poor track record on covering “women’s issues” 
during election campaigns (Fountaine, 2002).  This is not to say, however, 
that newsworkers are conspiring to cast women’s success in a negative light.  
As some of the examples described earlier show, there are political 
journalists who have covered the gender dimension of political success in a 
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balanced and fair way, and some opinion pieces and editorials, such as the 
following from the Waikato Times, have responded strongly to the 
suggestion that the problem for men is women: 
 

Women have been fighting for a better deal for decades, and…have 
made some important headway under this Labour Government.  But 
it is wrong to insinuate it has been at the expense of men or to think 
that the battle has been won…women make up almost 46 per cent 
of the workforce but earn 16 per cent less than men.  Women take 
more than six years longer to pay off an average student loan than 
men.  The average starting salary for a woman with a tertiary degree 
is $4000 less than a man.  Women have a higher unemployment rate 
than men.  Women are by far the main victims of domestic violence 
and sexual abuse.  One study has shown the poorest group in 
society are households of women as sole parents and their children.  
(It’s so hard, 2004) 
 

      However, the structure of news and its preference for the simple over 
the complex, along with the male dominance of the shadowy world of news 
processes and decision-making, remains an under-explored barrier to 
women’s political equality.  While women may hold high profile positions 
of power and – as the media are quick to remind us – run the country, media 
decision-making is still predominantly in the hands of men.  The majority of 
politicians are also men.  Despite the encouraging progress and 
achievements of women in the political realm over the past ten years, 
attempts to portray this as a takeover are too simplistic.   Newspaper readers 
may be sold a message that women are the boss but the media’s privileging 
of a simplistic “girlpower” frame, which overplays women’s successes and 
ignores other contrary evidence, and which contributes to how a range of 
other gender issues are covered, is only part of the story.  
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